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Abstract

Data from solar neutrino and KamLAND experiments have led to a discovery of nonzero neutrino masses. Here we in
what these data can tell us about neutrino interactions with matter, including the poorly constrained flavor-changinνe–ντ

interactions. We give examples of the interaction parameters that are excluded by the solar/KamLAND data and are b
reach of other experiments. We also demonstrate that flavor-changing interactions, at the allowed level, may profound
the conversion probability for neutrinos of energy� 6 MeV and the values of the mass parameter inferred from the data
implications for future experiments are discussed.
 2004 Elsevier B.V.Open access under CC BY license.
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1. Introduction

For several decades, experiments have been tr
to test the Standard Model (SM) paradigm that n
trinos are massless and interact only via theW andZ

gauge boson exchange. In recent years, a breakthr
has emerged: data from the solar, atmospheric, an
actor neutrino experiments have indicated that neu
nos do have masses, and hence the SM is incomp
It is the right time to ask whether the SM predictio
for the neutrino–matter interactions can be simila
tested.

The aim of this Letter is to investigate what c
be learned about neutrino–matter interactions fr
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present and future solar and KamLAND neutrino da
We answer two questions: (i) Can the solar and Ka
LAND experiments constrain parts of the parame
space that are presently inaccessible by non-oscilla
experiments? (ii) Can the uncertainty in our pres
knowledge of neutrino–matter interactions affect
determination of the oscillation parameters? As
show, the answer to both questions is affirmative.
give explicit examples of parameters that are dis
vored by solar and KamLAND data and that are
yond the reach of non-oscillation experiments. We a
demonstrate that non-standard interactions (NSI)
an allowed level, can qualitatively modify the fit to th
data and change the values of inferred mass para
ters. This scenario leads to non-trivial predictions
future experiments. A full presentation of the num
ical constraints we obtain is beyond the scope of
Letter and will be given elsewhere[1].
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We study the effects of NSIon top of nonzero
neutrino masses and mixing, since the latter
required by the KamLAND data. This scenario h
been previously studied[2–5] with an emphasis on th
limit of small flavor-changing interactions. We exte
the formalism developed in these papers to mak
applicable to our problem.

2. NSI and solar neutrinos: the physics

Low-energy neutrino interactions can be describ
by four-fermion interaction vertices,L � ∑

ψ̄ψψ̄ψ .
The vertices affecting neutrino evolution in mat
are those containing two neutrino lines (2ν). In the
SM, these vertices receive contributions from neu
current (NC) processes and, if the initial state conta
a charged lepton, also charged current (CC) proces
The NC processes are predicted to be flavor-preser
and universal. Possible non-standard (both flav
preserving and flavor-changing) contributions to
2ν vertices can, most generally, be parameterized

LNSI = −2
√

2GF (ν̄αγρνβ)

× (
ε
f f̃ L
αβ f̄Lγ ρf̃L + ε

f f̃ R
αβ f̄Rγ ρf̃R

)
(1)+ h.c.

Here ε
f f̃ L
αβ (ε

f f̃R
αβ ) denotes the strength of the N

between the neutrinosν of flavorsα andβ and the left-
handed (right-handed) components of the fermionf

andf̃ ; GF is the Fermi constant.
Bounds on the epsilons come from accelera

based experiments, such as NuTeV[6] and CHARM
[7], and experiments involving charged leptons.
the later case, we do not include bounds obtai
by theSU(2) symmetry, since strictly speaking the
can be avoided if, for example, the correspond
operators contain Higgs doublets[8]. Both types of
experiments are quite effective at constraining
vertices involving the muon neutrino, givingεeµ �
10−3, εµµ � 10−3–10−2. At the same time, bound
on εee , εeτ , andεττ are rather loose, e.g.,|εuuR

ττ | < 3,
−0.4< εuuR

ee < 0.7, |εuu
τe | < 0.5, |εdd

τe | < 0.5 [9].
NSI can modify both the neutrino propagati

(oscillation) [10] and neutrino detection processe
The propagation effects of NSI are, first of all, on
.

sensitive toε
f f̃
αβ when f = f̃ 1 (henceforth,εffP

αβ ≡
ε
fP
αβ ), and, second, only to the vector component

that interaction,εf
αβ ≡ ε

fL
αβ + ε

fR
αβ . The matter piece

of the oscillation Hamiltonian can be written (up to
irrelevant constant) as:

(2)H 3×3
mat = √

2GFne

(1+ εee ε∗
eµ ε∗

eτ

εeµ εµµ ε∗
µτ

εeτ εµτ ε∗
ττ

)
,

where ne is the number density of electrons in t
medium. The epsilons here are the sum of the co
butions from electrons (εe), up quarks (εu), and down
quarks (εd ) in matter: εαβ ≡ ∑

f =u,d,e ε
f
αβnf /ne.

Hence, unlike in the standard case (εαβ = 0), the NSI
matter effects depend on the chemical compositio
the medium.

The CC detection reactions at SNO, KamLAN
and the radiochemical experiments, just like the p
duction reactions in the Sun, are unchanged byEq. (1).
On the other hand, the neutrino–electron elastic s
tering (ES) reactions at Super-Kamiokande and SN
and the NC reaction at SNO could be affected. T
SNO NC reaction is an axial current process[11],
while the ES reaction depends on both axial and ve
parts. Hence, the former is independent of the osc
tion Hamiltonian(2), while the latter is not.

Since bothεeµ and εµµ are strongly constrained
we set them to zero and varyεee , εeτ , εττ . Even with
this reduction, the parameter space of the problem
quite large: different assignment of the diagonal a
off diagonal NSI to electrons andu andd quarks yield
different dependences of the oscillation Hamilton
on the chemical composition and different detect
cross sections. To avoid complicating our main po
with technical details, we limit our study to the ca
of NSI on quarks, assigning the same strength to
neutrino interactions withu andd quarks.

For the solar neutrino analysis, we perform t
standard reduction of the 3× 3 Hamiltonian to a
2 × 2 Hamiltonian [12]. This involves performing
a rotation in theµ–τ subspace by the atmosphe
angleθ23 and taking the first two columns/rows. Th
simplification is valid if (i) the 1–3 mixing angle i
small: θ13 � 1 and (ii) GFne εeτ � 
m2

atm/(2Eν),

1 Among other reasons, the processes changing the flavor o
background fermion do not add up coherently[42].
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with Eν being the neutrino energy and
m2
atm the

difference of the squared masses,
m2
atm ≡ m2

3 −
m2

2, as given by atmospheric neutrino data. The fi
requirement is ensured by the experimental bo
from CHOOZ [13]; the second one can be check
to hold even forεeτ of order unity. The vacuum
oscillation Hamiltonian then takes the usual form

(3)Hvac=
(−∆cos2θ ∆sin2θ

∆sin2θ ∆cos2θ

)
,

where∆ ≡ 
m2/(4Eν) and 
m2 is the mass split
ting between the first and second neutrino mass st

m2 ≡ m2

2 −m2
1. The matter contribution can be wri

ten (once again, up to an irrelevant overall consta
as:

(4)H NSI
mat = GF ne√

2

(
1+ ε11 ε∗

12
ε12 −1− ε11

)
,

where the quantitiesεij (i = 1,2) depend on the
original epsilons and on the rotation angleθ23:

ε11 = εee − εττ sin2 θ23,

(5)ε12 = −2εeτ sinθ23.

In Eq. (5), small corrections of order sinθ13 or
higher have been neglected. We introduce a us
parameterization:

(6)H NSI
mat =

(
Acos2α Ae−2iφ sin2α

Ae2iφ sin2α −Acos2α

)
.

Here the parametersA, α andφ are defined as follows

tan2α = |ε12|
1+ ε11

, 2φ = Arg(ε12),

(7)A = GF ne

√[
(1+ ε11)2 + |ε12|2

]
/2.

In absence of NSI we haveA = GF ne/
√

2, α = 0 and
the Hamiltonian(6) reduces to its standard form.

Notice the appearance of the phaseφ in Eq. (6).
Since the phases of the basis states are chosen to
the elements inEq. (3) real, φ cannot besimultane-
ously removed. This has been noted in the studie
terrestrial neutrino beams[14,15], but overlooked in
the solar neutrino literature.

What is the physical range for the parametersθ , α

andφ? In the standard caseα = 0, the physical range
of θ is [0,π/2], including the so-called “light” and
“dark” sides[16]. A generalization to the NSI case i

(8)θ ∈ [0,π/2], α ∈ [0,π/2], φ ∈ [−π/2,π/2].
:

e

These ranges of parameters cover all possibilitie
Eqs. (3), (6). For solar neutrinos, the range ofφ could
be cut in half, since points withφ and −φ give the
same probabilityPee that a νe produced in the Sun
is seen as aνe in a detector. Moreover, the poin
(θ,α,φ) and (π/2 − θ,π/2 − α,φ) are related by
Pee ↔ Pµµ, which are equal in the 2-neutrino case
unitarity.

Let us determine the expression forPee . We first
note that, because KamLAND selects
m2 � 10−5

eV2, coherence between the Hamiltonian eigenst
is completely lost once one integrates over the neut
energy spectrum and the neutrino production reg
in the Sun. The expression for the incoherent surv
probability can be most easily derived in the basis t
diagonalizes the matter Hamiltonian(6). We obtain the
familiar form[17]

(9)Pee = 1

2

[
1+ (1− 2Pc)cos2θ� cos2θ

]
,

whereθ� is the mixing angle at the neutrino produ
tion point in the solar core andPc is the level crossing
probability. These quantities contain all the effects
the NSI. The angleθ� is given by

(10)cos2θ� = cos2θ − x� cos2α√
1+ x2� + 2x� cos2θrel

,

(11)cos2θrel ≡ sin 2θ sin2α cos2φ − cos2θ cos2α.

Herex� = A/∆ at the neutrino production point.
The expression forPc is also easily found in

the same basis, where it becomes apparent tha
dynamics of conversion in matter depends only on
relative orientation of the eigenstates of the vacu
and matter Hamiltonians. This allows to directly app
the known analytical solutions forPc, and, upon
rotating back, obtain a generalization of these res
to the NSI case. For example, the answer for
infinite exponential profile[18,19] A ∝ exp(−r/r0)

becomes

Pc = exp[γ (1− cos2θrel)/2] − 1

exp(γ ) − 1
,

where γ ≡ 4πr0∆ = πr0
m2/Eν . We further ob-
serve that sinceγ 
 1 the adiabaticity violation oc
curs only when|θ − α| � 1 andφ � π/2, which is
the analogue of the small-angle MSW[10,20] effect
in the rotated basis. The “resonant” region in the S
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where level jumping can take place is narrow, defin
by A � ∆ [21]. A neutrino produced at a lower de
sity evolves adiabatically, while a neutrino produc
at a higher density may undergo level crossing. T
probabilityPc in the latter case is given to a very go
accuracy by the formula for the linear profile, with
appropriate gradient taken along the neutrino tra
tory,

(12)Pc � Θ(A − ∆)e−γ (cos2θrel+1)/2,

whereΘ(x) is the step function,Θ(x) = 1 for x > 0
and Θ(x) = 0 otherwise. We emphasize that o
results differ from the similar ones given in[5,22]
in three important respects: (i) they are valid for a
not just small values ofα (which is essential for ou
application), (ii) they include the angleφ, and (iii) the
argument of theΘ function does not contain cos2θ ,
as follows from[21]. We stress that for large values
α andφ � π/2 adiabaticity is violated for large value
of θ .

Finally, to get an idea on the size of the day/nig
asymmetry,ADN ≡ 2(N − D)/(N + D), (hereD(N)

denotes theνe flux at the detector during the da
(night)) we can model the Earth as a sufficiently lo
(compared to the oscillation length) object of const
density. For8B neutrino energies, this is appropria
for 
m2 � (3–5) × 10−5 eV2. Introducing a smal
parameterx⊕ ≡ A/∆, where A is evaluated for a
typical density inside the Earth, we find, to the fi
order inx⊕,

ADN � x⊕ sin 2θ

(13)× cos2α sin2θ + cos2φ sin2α cos2θ

−[cos2θ�(1− 2Pc)]−1 − cos2θ
.

We verified thatEq. (13)gives a good agreement wi
precise numerical calculations forne � 1.6 mol/cm3.
For the lower
m2 region allowed by KamLAND,

m2 � (1–3) × 10−5 eV2, the oscillation length is
comparable to the size of the Earth, however,
averaging inEq. (13)still applies to a signal integrate
over the zenith angle.

In Fig. 1 we plot the neutrino survival probabi
ity as a function of energy for several representa
values of the NSI parameters. We take
m2 and θ

corresponding to the best-fit LMA point and choo
the production point to be atr = 0.1R�. Curve (1) is
the standard interaction case, given for reference.
Fig. 1. The electron neutrino survival probability and the day/ni
asymmetry as a function of energy for
m2 = 7 × 10−5 eV2,
tan2 θ = 0.4 and several representative values of the NSI p
meters: (1)εu

11 = εd
11 = εu

12 = εd
12 = 0; (2) εu

11 = εd
11 = −0.008,

εu
12 = εd

12 = −0.06; (3) εu
11 = εd

11 = −0.044, εu
12 = εd

12 = 0.14;

(4) εu
11 = εd

11 = −0.044, εu
12 = εd

12 = −0.14. Recall that the pa

rameters inEq. (5)equalεij = εu
ij

nu/ne + εd
ij

nd/ne .

other three curves represent the three qualitatively
ferent regimes that are of interest to us. In the follo
ing we illustrate them in connection with observations
For definiteness, we consider real values ofε12, both
positive(φ = 0) and negative(φ = π/2). As is clear
from Eq. (6), complex values(0 < φ < π/2) interpo-
late between these two cases.

3. Analysis of data

We now turn to the comparison of the NSI pr
dictions with observations. To do this, we perform
best fit analysis of the solar neutrino and KamLAN
data along the lines of Refs.[23,24]. In particular, so-
lar data include the radiochemical rates[25–28], the
SK ES zenith-spectra[29], the SNO day–night spectr
[30–32]measured in phase-I and the SNO rates m
sured in phase-II[33]. For consistency, the NC ra
prediction for SNO is treated as a free parameter
cause it is affected by an unknown change in the
ial coupling of the quarks that could accompany
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vector NSI considered in our analysis[34]. In our cal-
culations, we use the updated BP04[35] Standard So
lar Model (SSM) fluxes, electron density and neutrin
production point distributions in the Sun. For Kam
LAND we considered the measured antineutrino spec
trum with visible energies higher than 2.6 MeV[36].

The key ingredients of our analysis turn out to
the rates and energy spectrum data from SNO
Super-Kamiokande. A comparison of the SNO C
rate with the Super-Kamiokande rate[30] and the
SSM indicates that, within the energy range access
for the two experiments, the electron neutrino survi
probability is about 30%. No other distinguishin
features, such as a day/night asymmetry or spe
distortion, are seen at a statistically significant le
[32]. In the case of the SM interaction, this turn o
to be a very restrictive condition; as seen inFig. 1,
the range of energies for which the survival probabi
is constant at 30% (henceforth, “the fiat window”)
barely large enough to cover the SNO energy wind
On the low-energy end, the resonant condition in
solar core increases the neutrino survival probabi
on the high-energy end, the resonant condition in
earth causes a large D/N effect. Hence, values of th
NSI parameters that “shrink” the fiat window, or sh
it in the region disfavored by KamLAND, can b
excluded. Conversely, if NSI increase the size of
fiat window, new solutions may emerge.

3.1. ε12 > 0

A typical behavior for this case is exhibited b
curve 3: the “step” inPee becomes longer and th
day/night asymmetry is not much smaller than in
SM case. These features point to a possible con
with data. Our analysis confirms this expectation
parameter scan[1] for ε12 > 0 reveals that a significan
fraction of the parameter space which is allow
by the accelerator-based data can be excluded
the solar/KamLAND data. As an example, we fi
that points withε11 = 0 and εu

12 > 0.14 (here and
later,εu

αβ = εd
αβ is assumed) are unacceptable at 9

confidence level (C.L.). If we keepA in the core
of the Sun (atr = 0.05R�) fixed to its standard
value,A = GFne/

√
2, we exclude points withεu

12 >

0.11 at the same C.L. (for 1 degree of freedo
d.o.f, unless specified otherwise). The acceler
experiments allow values of order unity (in absolu
value) for this parameter[9]. We stress that the latte
probe only|ε12|, while, as we show here, oscillatio
experiments are sensitive to the complex phaseφ (or,
for real epsilons, to the sign ofε12).

3.2. ε12 < 0

For ε12 close to zero(−0.08� εu
12 < 0), the only

effect of the NSI is to flatten the part of thePee curve
around 5–6 MeV, as illustrated by curve 2 inFig. 1.
No new solutions appear and the allowed region in
θ–
m2 plane is similar to that obtained with the S
interactions. This scenario has important implicatio
for SNO, which can probe it by lowering its ener
threshold.

Finally, curve 4, obtained forεu
11 = −0.044,εu

12 =
−0.14, represents a novel and very interesting phys
possibility. Its main feature is a significantly wid
flat window, compared to the standard case. The
reason is the suppression of the day/night asymm
on the high-energy end of the window. The phys
of the suppression can be understood fromEq. (13),
which, forφ = π/2, givesADN ∝ sin(2θ − 2α). If the
parameters are chosen in such a way thatθ andα in
the Earth are comparable, the Earth regeneration ef
is suppressed. Because of the difference in chem
composition, the differenceθ − α is larger in the Sun
and, consequently, the evolution in the Sun is s
adiabatic.

A broader flat window allows the fit region t
extend to lower values of
m2 compared to the
standard case. While KamLAND excludes the mid
part of the new region, the bottom part of that reg
(
m2 ∼ (1–2) × 10−5 eV2) is, in fact, allowed[24,
36]. Thus, in addition to the usual two solution
LMA-I and LMA-II, a completely new disconnecte
solution emerges, which we shall denote LMA-0.

The situation is illustrated inFig. 2, in which we
compare the allowed regions in the standard c
to those computed for chosen values of the N
parameters:εu

11 = −0.065,εu
12 = −0.15. The best-fit

point in the LMA-0 region has
m2 = 1.5×10−5 eV2

and tan2 θ = 0.39, with χ2 = 81.7. For the same
NSI parameters, theχ2 has another minimum,χ2 =
79.9, at 
m2 = 7.1 × 10−5 eV2 and tan2 θ = 0.47,
corresponding to the LMA-I solution. The quality o
the fit for LMA-0 and LMA-I is comparable; if only
the KamLAND rate, and not spectrum, informati
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Fig. 2. Regions of
m2 and tan2 θ allowed at 90, 95, 99
99.73% C.L. (2 d.o.f.) for SM interactions (left) and the NSI sc
nario (right) described byEqs. (3)–(6). For the latter we used
εu
11 = εd

11 = −0.065,εu
12 = εd

12 = −0.15.

is used, the LMA-0 fit is slightly better (χ2 = 73.0,
againstχ2 = 73.7 for the minimum in the LMA-I
region). For comparison, the best fit parameters
the standard case are
m2 = 7.1 × 10−5 eV2 and
tan2 θ = 0.43, with χ2 = 79.6 (using the KamLAND
spectrum).

We stress that the existence of the LMA-0 solut
depends mainly on the value ofα in the Earth and, to
a lesser extent, on the value of the normA. Hence,
this solution persists for other choices of the N
parameters, so long as they yield approximately
sameα in the Earth. For example, if the diagon
interactions are assumed to be standard,εu

11 = 0, one
finds a good fit in the LMA-0 region forεu

12 � −0.25.
Our LMA-0 solution should not, of course, be co

fused with the “VERY-low-LMA” solution[37], which
arises under completely different physical assum
tions, namely, if one assumes large (∼ 5–8%) density
fluctuations[38] in the Sun.2

We note that the LMA-0 solution requires th
the value of theφ angle be not too different from
π/2. Numerically, if we fix all the other paramete
to the values ofFig. 2 and vary φ, we find that
LMA-0 disappears at 90% C.L. forφ < 0.45π . As
φ is decreased further, the goodness of the ove
fit decreases. Indeed, forφ = 0 (positive ε12), the
survival probability has the features of curve 3
Fig. 1, which are disfavored, as discussed earl

2 The VERY-low-LMA solution has been recently shown to
disfavored[43] by the salt-phase results from SNO.
The LMA-I solution disappears at 90% C.L. forφ <

0.31π . A scan over the region ofε12 real and negative
gives exclusion of regions of the parameter sp
allowed by accelerator limits. For instance, points w
ε11 = 0 andεu

12 < −0.32 are unacceptable at 90% C.
For A fixed to the standard valueGF ne/

√
2 in the

solar core, the limit isεu
12 < −0.19, at 90% C.L.

Our choice ofεu
12 = −0.15 implies εu

eτ = εuL
eτ +

εuR
eτ � 0.11 (seeEq. (5), in which we setθ23 = π/4),

i.e., for example,εuL
eτ � εuR

eτ � 0.05. This is about one
order of magnitude smaller than the direct bound fr
CHARM [9]. A more interesting question is wheth
the NSI parameters of interest for the LMA-0 scena
could be tested with atmospheric neutrinos. For
specific case, the existing two-neutrino analyses[39,
40] do not provide an answer, as the problem
essentially a three-flavor one. Our investigation[1]
shows that regions exist in the space of the N
parameters where the effect of NSI on the atmosph
neutrino observables is minimal and a satisfactory
to the data is obtained. As an example, a point in
allowed region isεu

ee = εd
ee = −0.025, εu

eτ = εd
eτ =

0.11,εu
ττ = εd

ττ = 0.08
The survival probabilities for the best-fit poi

of the LMA-0 solution and the standard LMA
solution are illustrated inFig. 3 (bottom). The curves
represent probabilities averaged over time and ove
production region inside the Sun for the8B andpep
components of the solar neutrino spectrum accordin
to [35]. The probabilities for7Be andpp neutrinos, not
shown, are very close (with less than∼ 7% difference)
to those for8B and pep, respectively, in the energ
range of these neutrino fluxes. The energy interv
relevant to the different spectral components are
shown in the figure. The interval for8B neutrinos is
cut from below atEν = 6.5 MeV; this approximately
corresponds to the threshold ofT � 5 MeV in the
electron energy at the SNO experiment.

Interestingly, the LMA-0 solution has the featur
sought after in[41], where a sterile neutrino wa
introduced to eliminate the LMA-I upturn at SNO an
improve the agreement with the Homestake rate.

It is remarkable that, despite the wealth of data c
lected up to this point, such radically different scen
ios as LMA-0 and LMA-I cannot be distinguishe
The data expected in the next several years, on
other hand, should be able to resolve the ambigu
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Fig. 3. The predicted KamLAND spectrum (top) and the
time-averaged solar neutrino survival probability (bottom) for
LMA-0 best-fit point. For comparison, the standard LMA-I surviv
probability is also given. Refer to the text for details.

First, if the SNO experiment lowers its energy thre
old, it may be able, with sufficient statistics, to loo
for the upturn expected for the LMA-I solution. Th
absence of the upturn would indicate the prese
of NSI, or some other new physics. Second, the
pected7Be flux in the case of LMA-0 is lower, an
the difference could be detected by the Borexino
periment (or by the future solar phase of KamLAND
Third, the small value of
m2 could be detected in th
KamLAND spectrum data. The predicted spectra
LMA-I (standard interactions) and LMA-0 are show
in Fig. 3 (top). It can be seen that the two are diffe
ent at high energy where LMA-0 predicts more even
Thus, to make the discrimination it is necessary to b
collect enough data and have a reliable calculatio
the antineutrino flux forEν̄ � 6 MeV. Finally, as evi-
dent fromFig. 3, the two solutions make dramatical
different predictions for apep experiment[44].
While an observation consistent with the stand
LMA-I solution would allow placing a very effective
constraint on the neutrino–matter interactions, a
covery of a deviation consistent with the NSI sign
would have truly profound particle physics implic
tions. For example, according to Refs.[8,9], such in-
teraction could be due to the operator of the form

M−4l̄R(H †�σL)(L̄�σH)lR ∝ v2M−4(ν̄ν)(l̄RlR).

For this operator to have an effect on the solar neut
survival probability, the coefficient∝ v2M−4 must
not be too small, i.e., the scale of new physicsM

must not be much higher that the weak scale (Hi
vev v). Thus, by looking for the NSI signatures
solar/reactor neutrinos the experiments could in fac
be probing new physics at the TeV scale.

In summary, the present-day loose bounds on s
of the neutrino interaction parameters introduce a
rious uncertainty in the value of
m2 extracted from
solar and KamLAND data, allowing for a new, disco
nected solution. These uncertainties might be eli
nated in the next several years, as more data are
lected and analyzed by solar and KamLAND exp
iments. The constraints on the neutrino interacti
presented here will be further extended. On the o
hand, deviations from the SM neutrino interactio
could indicate the presence of radically new phys
We urge experimentalists to consider these point
their data analysis.
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